Members of the new section were gratified to be so warmly welcomed by the President, Sir Gordon Robson; comforted that Miss Pereira, Controller of the Home OfficeForensic Science Service (representing the Home Secretary) should recognize how much benefit flows from the greatly improved cooperation between clinicians and forensic scientists; heartened by the interest of Mr Sydney Chapman MP; and finally chastened by the reminder that the section's existence was probationary for the first 5 years.
Sir John Wickerson, immediate past president of the Law Society, in a contribution entitled 'What makes a clinician fit to give evidence in court?' pointed out that the better the doctor's preparation, the less call was there for appearance in the witness box. The lawyer was interested in the clinical condition of a patient, in the history of that condition and in the prognosis. Lawyers did not always provide the doctor with enough background information to allow the necessary squaring of facts and findings. Since October 1987, in the sphere of civil litigation, experts' reports have had to be exchanged before the case comes to court; efforts, if need be after direct consultation between experts from each side, are required to limit the issues in dispute. Sir John reminded his hearers of matters in the province of the advocate: most witnesses resent it when answers to questions are curtailed, but counsel may not wish a particular piece of evidence to come out in a particular way. For all that, the expert witness retains a duty to the court as well as to the litigant. During crossexamination any tendency to become rattled must be suppressed, sarcasm eschewed. Counsel of perfection?
In discussing the future development of clinical forensic medicine Dr Cyril Wecht, Chairman of Trustees, American Board of Legal Medicine, referred to the peer review now statutory in all states. This continues to be a contentious subject in Great Britain (see, for example, February JRSM 1988, p 123) when related to clinical practice. In a sense, the work of both forensic pathologists and forensic clinicians is subjected to searching scrutiny already, for such doctors subject themselves to public examination in the witness box (than which no place is more lonely). The American system of accreditation has attractions, but, certainly beyond the metropolis, the police surgeon service has long suffered from difficulty in recruitment, and the reluctance of doctors to study for and sit the Diploma in Medical Jurisprudence. Dr Wecht shares the current distaste for the 'police' tagged to 'surgeon'. explaining that such a title would do nothing for a jury (he seemed to suggest that most cases in the USA go to jury trial), yet indicating the danger that forensic pathologists are too easily identified with the prosecution. Not only our common language divides us.
Dr Rufus Crompton tried to answer the question, 'Fit to be detained, with a head injury?' Ideally, no prisoner with a head injury should be in custody, for such injuries, like heart attacks, are capricious. The doctor asked to advise must take a detailed history, including information from eye witnesses; loss of consciousness must indicate head injury. Coma and stupor raise no questions, for anyone affected could hardly remain in custody, but those showing the lesser signs -delirium, confusion, automatism -so often mimicked by alcohol, must cause the greatest concern to a police surgeon.
Mr Michael Bennett, of the Police Federation, spoke feelingly of his beleaguered colleagues, 3400 of whom had been assaulted on duty in 1986. The stress so many of them experience arose from several causes, but he instanced the necessarily public duty they perform, the unending criticism, the campaign waged by the GLC to increase accountability to them rather than to Parliament. Additional welfare officers had been appointed to help officers to cope, but the effect all the restrictions on their private lives had on families, as well as on officers themselves, was severe. Between 700 and 800 officers having 5-10 years' service left annually and Mr Bennett could foresee a stage where a quarter of the strength would have but two years' experience. His conclusion was a despondent one.
Dr James Dunbar described the campaign, including television publicity for convicted drivers, being waged to introduce the principle of random breath testing. The term is something of a misnomer, for the breath testing is inescapable once the motorist has entered the stretch of road where the police have set up their trap. The random element is merely that motorists cannot know, when they start their journey, that somewhere on their route has been selected for attention. Dr Dunbar was ably supported by Mr Bottomley, the Minister of Transport, who did not re~eal that an imitation of the scheme was shortly to be mtroduced for survey purposes in two English counties.
The day's final contribution was a humorous albeit serious account by Dr David Paul, President of the British Academy of Forensic Sciences, of his early blunderings towards some competence as a forensic clinician. The message is clear: as in other fields of medical practice, the tyro's early steps must be both purposeful and well directed. 
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